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LEAVE YOUR MARK ON TEAMM8

If you have good stories, a subject, or
an idea for the next issue, please send
them to teamm8@itm8.com.

Dear all teamm8s,
We are now over 1,100 teamm8s, and I hope that the new corporate culture
will forge an even closer bond between us as colleagues. Similarly, we want to
encourage knowledge sharing, development, and intercompany cooperation.
itm8 is our corporate brand identity—but it is a lot more than that! It is an
expression that entrepreneurship is one of the cornerstones of the company.
It also sends a clear signal to the market that we are an IT company consisting
of 9 unique and independent companies which can perform virtually any kind
of IT task, jointly or individually. We are ambitious and look forward to seeing
how all this will develop in the future—thanks to you!
In connection with the 2020 annual report, which is available at itm8.com, you
will find an 'itm8 Summary', which offers a brief, precise description of where
we are as a company right now—using figures and text.
2021 has been a challenging, exciting, and particularly busy year. Just before
the summer vacation, the acquisition of Itadel was completed. Many of our
colleagues are busy working on the integration of IT Relation and Itadel, and
this will continue for the rest of the year. I am very proud, humble, and happy
to see this unfold as an intense, educational, and positive process from all
perspectives.
In the midst of a busy workday, we continue to focus strongly on developing
an attractive workplace. Both in order to make room for talented young
employees with IT dreams and to strengthen the safe and innovative
atmosphere that benefits all of us.
We hope all teamm8s will enjoy reading this. The magazine’s numerous articles
and glimpses into our daily lives provide insight into our everyday routines.
We wish all of you a fantastic fall.

Next issue: March/April 2022
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Welcome to the second edition of our itm8 magazine—now with the new and
very appropriate name: teamm8, which supports our new brand identity and a
unique community!
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Hacker attack
strengthened itm8.
The large-scale Hafnium hacker attack put itm8’s
security procedures to the test, and as it turned out,
the organization is now stronger than ever. The price
was over 2,000 hours of work under extreme pressure
and a few nights on a mattress at the home office.
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“When we examined it Wednesday
morning, it resembled one of the
vulnerabilities we see all the time.
But towards the weekend, things
developed quickly, and Monday we
could clearly see that this was bad.
It would turn out to be the most
serious hacker attack in the four years
plus that I have been at IT Relation,”
says Michael Manø Bækgaard, Team
Manager Engineering at ITR.
He smiles calmly while describing
what happened in connection with
the Hafnium hacker attack in March
2021, which hit companies across the
globe that use Microsoft Exchange
servers. As manager of the Application
and Security Team (SOC), he is used to
assessing and navigating the threat
scenario on a daily basis; however,
Wednesday, March 3, would turn out to
be the first of a series of very special
days. Days (and nights) that not only
put ITR under great pressure, but also

large parts of the itm8 family. Days
that would provide specific examples
of the benefits that can be reaped
from collaborating across the family’s
companies.

A surprisingly large-scale
attack
ITR’s security experts have a broad,
worldwide network, and the informa
tion on the Chinese hacker group
Hafnium was slowly beginning to
trickle into ITR’s office in Viby, near
Aarhus.
“When the attack peaked, we estab
lished a Task Force, consisting of our
Situation Manager, Jens Christian
Pedersen, consultant manager, Mads
Cramer, Operations Manager, Christian
Rahr, and myself as head of the task
force. We got Operations, backed by
SOC, to scan all the customer servers—

around 80 customers, typically with
one or two servers each—so that we
could establish an overview. Then
our consultants and customers began
updating the patches that Microsoft
had made available,” says Michael
Manø Bækgaard.
What looked like a standard task
would, over the following days, turn
out to be a massive hacker attack,
which surprised most people—in
particular some of ITR’s customers.
“Unfortunately, hacker attacks are not
a rarity, and several of our customers
didn’t think there was reason to take
any special action. But we could see
that it was about to get out of control,
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so we established a communications
strategy where our Service Delivery
Team reached out directly to all customers and explained the seriousness
of the situation. Some of them were
either difficult to get a hold of or
insisted on taking no action, and there
were cases where we simply shut
down the server and asked afterwards.
It was the only responsible thing to
do,” says Michael Manø Bækgaard.

Intercompany cooperation

“There were technicians who worked
more than 24 hours at a time, and the
60 people who were involved in the
task registered some 2,000 hours in
less than a week. It was intense.
MICHAEL MANØ BÆKGAARD,
TEAM MANAGER ENGINEERING AT ITR

However, it was not just ITR’s people
who were involved—Improsec would
also play a key role in the process.
“Improsec are experts in hacking,
so we developed a solution where IT
Relation would be in charge of shutting down servers and establishing
new ones as well as transferring data,
while Improsec would then log onto
the old servers and perform forensics—i.e., scan the customer’s environment and trace the footsteps of
the hackers. Together with the special
monitoring installation from SOC, we
were able to get things completely under control. If we had not had
Improsec in the itm8 family, we would
not have been able to offer our customers the solution,” says Michael
Manø Bækgaard.
Claus Vesthammer, COO & Security
Advisor at Improsec, also believes that
the Hafnium attack has strengthened
both Improsec and the itm8 Group as
a whole.
“The collaboration across the Group
has been really good, and it confirmed
that it was the right decision to establish an Incident Response Team at
Improsec, which can take action in situations like this. We’ve always had the
competences, but having a team that’s
always available means that we don’t

6
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“If we were to change something, we
would have communicated differently
to the customers at the beginning. We
sent out an email to everyone as soon
as we had the slightest indication that
there was something wrong, but we
should have called them all instead.
The risk is too great that the email
ends up with an IT manager who is on
vacation or with a customer that does
not understand the severity. So, that’s
something we noted for next time—
since in all likelihood, there will be a
next time.

Sleeping at the office
The handling of the Hafnium attack
was something Michael Manø
Bækgaard felt physically—quite
literally.
need to pull people away from other
critical functions. This is good for Improsec’s own customers, for other itm8
customers, and for new customers,”
says Claus Vesthammer.
Mentor IT was also involved in the
dialog so that the common experiences
could benefit even more customers.
“When we realized how serious this
was, we reached out to IT Relation so
that we could use each other for sparring. We had an introductory meeting
where we mapped the characteristics
and impact of the attack, and then we
kept in regular contact. The process
meant that we dissected our SIMA
setup and enhanced both the processes
and roles. One of the specific things we
did was to establish a contact point for
activating our SIMA process, which is
available 24/7, and we also relied on IT
Relation with respect to underpinning
the process in the system. They have
an approach that we can more or less
copy,” says Allan Brunbakke, COO at
Mentor IT.

Attention from Microsoft.
During the following week, we weathered the storm, and when the smoke
cleared, Michael Manø Bækgaard
received a noteworthy invitation.
Together with representatives from
hosting companies in Sweden, Norway,
and Finland, he was invited to a meeting at Microsoft, which wanted a debriefing concerning the way the itm8
employees had handled the attack.
“Actually, Microsoft contacted me
twice to hear how we handled things,
and that was pretty cool. They praised
our approach and said that it was
entirely by the book. Several competitors had chosen other approaches and
solutions, and they were left facing
big challenges and more clean-up work
afterwards. So, that’s something we
can be proud of,” says Michael Manø
Bækgaard, who while conveying his
pride, also identified things that could
and should have been handled differently along the way.

“When things escalated, there was no
time for anything else. I went to work
at 7 am on Monday and did not sleep
again until Tuesday at 9 am. I didn’t
have time to get my own food, and only
when my wife insisted on Wednesday
did I take a shower. And I had no more
than 3-4 hours of sleep. Usually on
a mattress at the home office,” says
Michael Manø Bækgaard, underlining
that he was most definitely not the
only one who had to make sacrifices
during that period.
“There were technicians who worked
more than 24 hours at a time, and the
60 people who were involved in the
task registered some 2,000 hours in
less than a week. It was intense,” says
Michael Manø Bækgaard, who believes
that itm8 has come out significantly
stronger from the incident.

MICHAEL MANØ BÆKGAARD,
TEAM MANAGER ENGINEERING AT ITR
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Minority in a
man’s world

Women are a minority in
the IT industry, but how
can we change that—and
is it even necessary? Six
women from across the
itm8 companies met for
a talk involving culture,
management, and telephone conversations
with Indian men.

Y

ou get the urge to just kick them in
the balls.

The words came out quickly as did laughter from the other women in the room.
The statement was made in the wake of
a story about a customer meeting where
the male customer looked at the woman
in the conference room and said: “Are
you actually supposed to be here?” The
woman was a salesperson and had the
knowledge needed for the meeting; her
task was to make the offer.
“I experienced the same thing. I was
asked the other day how proficient I was
technically, and then I had to defend my
area. And I have been in the technical
world for quite a few years now,” says
Sussie Lundberg, Account Manager at IT
Relation.

Women in a man’s world
Sussie is one of six women gathered
at IT Relation’s premises in Østerbro,
Copenhagen. The other five are Louise
Bøndergaard, Sales and Marketing

8

KIT ZIMMERMAN JESPERSEN

MARIE BASTRUP DALSTEN

SUSSIE LUNDBERG

LOUISE BØNDERGAARD

LISBETH SKOVHAVE SØRENSEN

SARA THORUP

TESTER AT MIRACLE 42

PROJECT COORDINATOR AT PROGRESSIVE

CLIENT MANAGER AT IT RELATION

SALES AND MARKETING COORDINATOR AT SOTEA

SERVICE DELIVERY MANAGER AT IMPROSEC

BRAND MANAGER AT MENTOR IT
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Coordinator at Sotea, Sara Thorup, Brand
Manager at Mentor IT, Kit Zimmermann
Jespersen, Tester at Miracle 42, Marie
Bastrup Dalsten, Project Coordinator
at Progressive, and Lisbeth Skovhave
Sørensen, Service Delivery Manager at
Improsec.
The six women are special because,
in their own words, they constitute a
minority in this boys’ club. According
to the trade organization IT-Branchen,
women are significantly underrepresented in the IT sector, where
they constitute 25.8% of all positions,
compared to 47.3% of positions in the
business community in general.
“It’s also about chance. I come from the
banking sector where I was a customer
service adviser. I acquired a lot of
knowledge of our internal IT systems,
and I was often used to troubleshoot and
test our systems. When the bank had to
have a new system installed, they hired
an external IT consultant, and she quickly
spotted my talent at testing. It turned
out to be the beginning of an entirely
new career, and I haven’t regretted
taking the leap for one second. It’s really
a cool job,” says Kit.
Marie agrees that chance plays an
important role.
“I was never particularly interested in
computers. I was just crazy about math,
so I started studying to be a data technician. I let myself to be guided by what I
want to do and what I am good at, which
led me to this industry.

Interests are critical to your
choice of career
The six itm8 women agree that interests
and technical inquisitiveness are key
factors in determining who ends up in
the IT industry.

10
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Men can be real bitches

“I was never
particularly
interested in
computers. I
was just crazy
about math, so I
started studying
to be a data
technician.
MARIE BASTRUP DALSTEN,
PROJECT COORDINATOR
AT PROGRESSIVE

One of the things that the six women
believe is a common denominator for the
itm8 companies is the tone and jargon
influenced by men.
“I am the only woman employed full time
at Improsec, so we have a very lively
atmosphere. But it’s OK with me, and if
it gets to be too much, I just put on my
headset,” says Lisbeth. Sara adds:
“My daily work is also characterized by
locker room humor, and my own tone
is naturally affected by this. However,
although the language is male dominated, there are just as many bitches among
the men as there are immature teenagers
among the women—and the gender distribution therefore becomes quite even,
despite men being in the majority.

“Mentor IT—it’s Sara”

“Even from childhood, boys and girls
have different interests, where boys play
video games and girls play with ponies
and want to be hairdressers. This is
probably one factor why interest for IT
is greater among men,” says Sara. Sussie
adds:
“I agree. But why don’t they make a horse
game that involves running a business?”
Lisbeth works as a Service Delivery
Manager at Improsec and, like several of
the other women, she has no technical
education.
“I was hired due to my personality. I
simply fit into the culture, and I've now
been in the IT industry for 16 years.

Several of the women have stories where
gender got in the way, particularly in
situations where the expectations on the
other side of the table or the other end
of the line did not coincide with reality.
Several of them had experiences with
men, in particular Indian men, who had
trouble understanding—and accepting—
that the person on the other end of the
line could be female.

“It is a very male-dominated world, and
I can feel that not everyone is used to
young women in the organization. This
might have been different had there
been more women in the organization,”
says Louise.

Culture is important
Even though the six women come from
different companies, there is one thing
they can all agree on: Ultimately, the
gender issue is a question of culture and
management.
“A workplace with more men than
women—or vice versa—is in my view no
problem. The extent to which a workplace
is characterized by female or male
dominance is solely a matter of culture,
and we have good cultures at itm8. I also
believe that itm8 gives high priority
to the cultures of the companies they
acquire. For example, the No Problem
culture is prevalent throughout, and

that’s great,” says Sara.
“I previously worked at a clinical
department where there were only
women. When we hired men, we always
hired them in pairs so that they could
cope by helping each other. But they
ended up quitting anyway, and I can
actually understand that,” says Marie.
“The culture at my workplace is fantastic—and incredibly inclusive. However, it’s
still a bit crazy to have landed in a man’s
world where, as an example, they never
needed rubbish bags for sanitary napkins
in the bathrooms. It’s a minor detail, but
says a lot about it being a decidedly male
workplace,” says Louise.
“That’s a good example and that’s how it
used to be at Mentor IT,” says Sara.

“But it’s not just Indians—or men in
general. When there is an overflow of
calls from support, I have been told
several times by the person on the other
end that they ‘wanted to talk to someone
from support’. They clearly thought that
a woman probably can’t help,” says Sara,
while the other women laugh, recognizing
the situation.
Louise, who works with sales and marke
ting at Sotea, can sense the gender
difference in the small details in her
day-to-day work.
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SARA THORUP,
BRAND MANAGER AT MENTOR IT

The extent to which a workplace is
characterized by female or male
dominance is solely a matter of
culture, and we have good cultures
at itm8.
Small efforts can lead to big
changes
Sussie agrees and believes that you can
make big changes with a relatively minor
effort.
“When you get down to it, it’s about
being aware of the impression you want
to give. If a company wants to move away
from the caricature of an IT company,
with nerds working in a basement, living
on pizza and Coke, it might be an idea to
make more of an effort with the things
that many women would notice. Have the
flowers withered and are there old cardboard boxes around that no one wants to
unpack? That kind of thing sends signals
that are stronger than most male executives might think,” says Sussie.
However, according to the itm8 women,
the companies are not alone in sharing
responsibility for a more balanced
gender distribution at work.
“Our workplaces can and should be
aware of this, but in my view, this is
a more fundamental cultural issue.
Schools and educational institutions
should focus on this area, and companies
should support the development and
be involved in business-sponsored
educational projects, accept students
and trainees, and so on. But the effort
should begin earlier,” says Lisbeth.

WELCOME

The Itm8 family is growing, and we have welcomed a number of new family
members. Meet Copenhagen Software, Cloud Teams, Progressive and Sotea’s sister
company which is based in Sweden.

COPENHAGEN SOFTWARE

Nerds with a knack for prime
numbers, champagne, and
programming.
Four friends started Copen
hagen Software in 2006
with the ambition of setting the professional bar
high and creating a culture
characterized by empathy,
decency, and trust for one
another.
“The fact that we engendered a high level of
professional respect among
our customers and partners
makes me incredibly proud,”
says founder Rune Ibsen. He
also describes himself and
the team as “Nerds with a
knack for prime numbers,
champagne, and programming”.

Their rapid
development meant
that they moved
around a lot
Copenhagen Software’s first
neighbor was a smoky bar in
the inner city.

The ambitions are high,
and Steen Knudsen, CEO of
Miracle 42, predicts that
together the two companies
will become an important
player on the market for
software development in
the Microsoft cloud.

Since then, they moved into
Charlottenlund Palace with
Princess Charlotte Amalie’s
ghost as neighbor.
Now, Copenhagen Software
is part of itm8 and Miracle
42. They are based in
Ballerup, where they are
surrounded by colleagues
who are just as passionate
about IT.
COPENHAGEN SOFTWARE
10 EMPLOYEES
LOCATION: BALLERUP
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CLOUD TEAMS

Born in the cloud.

At Cloud Teams you will find
consultants who were 'born in
the cloud', with skill sets in cloud
transformation.
Cloud Teams was founded in 2017
and is a leading consultancy
company in the field of public
cloud transformation.
CLOUD TEAMS
THERE ARE 12 CONSULTANTS AND 10
FREELANCE CONSULTANTS AT CLOUD
TEAMS, WHICH FOCUS ON AZURE AND
PUBLIC CLOUD.

Experts in Azure

menting strategic cloud solutions
in collaboration with mediumsized and large companies.

Cloud excellence
Cloud Teams will continue as an
independent company at itm8
and will constitute a Center of
Excellence that strengthens the
group’s expertise and services in
the field of cloud transformation.

The consultants are experts in
analyzing, planning, and imple-

SOTEA IS NOW ALSO IN SWEDEN

PROGRESSIVE

Optimal infrastructure and
security since 2001.

PROGRESSIVE
100 EMPLOYEES
LOCATION: HERLEV & AARHUS

14
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Progressive has been supplying
hosting, operation, and support
to the Danish market since
2001. During the latest financial
year, Progressive hired 45
new colleagues, and today, the
company employs 100 skilled
workers in Herlev and Århus.

description of why this particular colleague helps to embody
Progressive’s values in his/her
daily work. The team spirit is
also strong after working hours
with jogging and poker evenings.

Culture and solidarity

Jesper Larsen, CEO of Progressive
is looking forward to the new
opportunities at itm8.
“As part of itm8, we can now seriously compete with the largest
players on the market, which will
certainly mean that we will land
even more exciting projects.”

At Progressive we have a winner
culture among the employees,
with a focus on generating value
for customers while having
fun. Every week, they name the
'Week’s Value Warrior', with a

SOTEA
40 EMPLOYEES
LOCATION: SILKEBORG, ØSTERBRO AND
STOCKHOLM

Together we are stronger

It is not far
from idea to
action.
It all started when a common acquaintance introduced
Morten Kammer, CEO/Partner at Sotea AB, and Jess Munch
Teilmann, CEO at Sotea A/S.
“For some time, we have been looking for a partner with the
same approach to IT as us, with a fixed price and flexibility.
It was love at first sight between Jess and I,” says Morten
Kammer.
“Morten was on the lookout for a strategic collaboration,
and his point of departure was that Sotea could become an
external supplier for ITO Nordic. One thing led to another,

and the conversation quickly moved towards establishing a
common company in Sweden,” says Jess Munch Teilmann.
Accordingly Sotea has now entered Sweden 100%. They
chose a joint company instead of a strategic cooperation
so that everyone could go all-in on the project with 100%
transparency in the Sotea operations. Sotea’s concept was
tested in Denmark, which is why they chose to replicate
everything 1:1 in the Swedish part of the company.
Everything from website and product sheets to the offer
calculator, CRM, and so on were translated to Swedish, and
Sotea can now also be found on Swedish soil.
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ITM8: NEW IDENTITY IS FAR MORE THAN A NEW NAME

When the world woke up on Friday,
June 4, 2021, a new baby had been
born. ITR Group had changed its
name to itm8, but the change went
far beyond the new name.

“We need to
cultivate diversity
since that’s our
superpower”.
In early summer, ITR Group became itm8. It was the culmination of
several years of focused efforts to lay a strong foundation so that nine
different companies could succeed—both individually and collectively.
itm8 is the backbone that brings scale and strength, while the nine
companies each contribute with their distinctive features. And we
need to cultivate this diversity because it is our unique superpower,”
says Henrik Kastbjerg, Group CEO, itm8.

16
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The strategy has been clear in recent
years: ITR Group had to become an
ecosystem. A place where interesting
companies with specialist expertise
and growth ambitions could get together and help and boost one another.
The work culminated in the launch of
itm8, which is the new structure and
framework for a new community.
“We are entrepreneurs who joined
forces to truly master IT. To do things
right and to make a difference with
the services we offer. That is the
common thread in our approach, which
has been crystal clear over the past six
years,” says Henrik Kastbjerg, adding:
“We are strong because we are nine
companies full of unique specialists
and cultures. What we can achieve
together and across our companies
is our superpower. Itm8 establishes
an environment that allows different
cultures to flourish while also giving
customers a real sense of one-stop
shopping. Together, this ability makes
us a unique player,” he explains.

Eat or be eaten
Everywhere in the IT industry you hear
the word consolidation. Small players
are fighting back but the big ones
are winning. And this development is
continuously accelerating.
However, volume alone is not everything. You need to be large enough
to resist, while making sure that
specialized services do not drown in
bureaucracy and profit maximization.
And this is exactly what the itm8 eco
system can do.
“To certain degree, our industry can
be characterized as eat or be eaten.
The IT solutions that used to be specialized are becoming commodities,
which leads to price wars and imposes
great demands on volume. You need to
be part of something bigger or else
18
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make up for it by working 200 hours
a day. itm8 helps develop and scale
companies. We build a support structure around them, making it easier for
them to succeed and act faster than
they could alone,” explains Henrik
Kastbjerg, talking about the background for the new setup.

“If we live in the
status quo and don’t
believe things need
to be done better
tomorrow, we’ll never
succeed.
HENRIK KASTBJERG,
GROUP CE0, AT ITM8

We mustn't resemble one
another. We must learn from
one another.
Itm8 is in the process of profiling
itself in the media and more is on the
way.
However, the idea is not to consolidate
everything under the itm8 name,
neither in the short-term nor longterm. Not at all, says Henrik Kastbjerg.
“It will never happen with me at the
helm. I simply don’t believe in it. We
would lose so much of what makes the
companies proficient and unique if
we were to combine everything. I'm
an entrepreneur myself, and I don’t
believe that we can get a subculture to
flourish within a big culture. Instead,
itm8 is our attempt at creating an
environment where entrepreneurs
thrive,” he says without hesitation.
The reason for this is that it is notably
entrepreneurs who built the exciting

and proficient companies that are now
part of itm8. And it is that spirit that
benefits the group as a whole.
“There isn’t a single company whose
founders didn’t join itm8. These are
entrepreneurs, people who yearn to
go out and create something new that
can grow and make a difference and
achieve some ambitions. Both personal and business-related. Everyone
has a vested interest in the success
of all companies within Itm8, and we
have a strong array of key staff, which
differentiates us entirely from Atea,
KMD and everyone else, and we need to
turn this into an advantage,” explains
Henrik Kastbjerg.
However, this also means that the nine
different brands and 1,100 employees
must be ready to embrace the rest of
the family. This is necessary if itm8 is
to succeed.
“We need to be interested in one
another. It’s in the name, after all,
isn’t it?” We're mates. We aren’t the
suit and tie type, we're friends. We're
a family company where we want to
help one another. This has to be apparent in everything. This is also why you
can expect there to be 1,100 colleagues
who are interested in you, in the work
you do, and the unique qualities you
bring. And you need to give something
of yourself by being interested in others. Pull down your guard and open the
doors to and for each other,” exclaims
Henrik Kastbjerg.

Itm8 raises the bar for what
is possible
The advantage of being a large ecosystem is that there are many skill sets to
draw on, many experts, and plenty of
opportunity for feedback and mentoring every which way. And itm8 guarantees that this will take place to an
ever greater degree.

“Our entire approach is to put the
pedal to the metal rather than hit the
brakes. And that’s something you feel
when you join the family. Naturally
we also focus on delivering results,
but what you will find is that itm8
will give you a push to raise the bar
and get things done faster and better,”
explains Henrik Kastbjerg.
It also means that the itm8 ecosystem
allows companies to cover for each
other. It is not just a community in
name only. It comes with responsibility.
“For instance, I think you can get an
idea of its strength when a member
of the family experiences a crash
in their storage system, and a team
from itm8 can be deployed to help. Or
when challenges with Exchange cause
problems for many customers at the
same time, and you get a sense of
Improsec’s approach which can handle
customers across the companies. This
is tangible evidence of how we benefit
from one another,” explains Henrik
Kastbjerg, adding:
“I hope there is a certain pride in the
fact that itm8 unites everything, and I
think you can sense that we have high
ambitions. This is because our community also opens the door for itm8 to
expand its customer segment and
move up a bit in the market and challenge NNIT and KMD for the somewhat
larger customers, without leaving our
primary customer segments. We can
do this now because we are better
able to compete in our core areas on
a bigger scale and instill greater confidence in this respect as a family than
individually,” he explains.

Don’t be afraid to shoot for
the moon
There is no reason to try to hide itm8's
ambitions. They are too big for that
anyway. But, there is a reason why

they are this big.
“When I started IT Relation in 2003,
did I dream that we would be 1,100
people today? No, I didn’t. So what
could it amount to in three years? I
don’t know, but 5,000 people would be
a good guess. And this is the journey
that itm8 helps support,” says Henrik
Kastbjerg, while maintaining that it
is not just about growth for growth's
sake.
“It is our DNA that has to spur on our
business. We have to keep being the
aggressive and ambitious players we
are today. We have to keep fighting
to dare to make a difference for our
customers. We will work tooth and
nail for it. And then the growth we
need will follow,” explains Henrik
Kastbjerg.
This does not mean that we should
proceed without thinking. We need
to move quickly but also intelligently.
It is a difficult combination, but this
is the common denominator for the
journey that has been realistically
enabled by the formation of itm8.
“Decency does not compromise. Nor
does being agile and service minded.
It is crucial to me that we conduct
ourselves with decency. Of course,
we need to fight our fights and land
our projects. But we also need to
win customers the right way, and
we have to conduct ourselves with
decency,” explains Henrik Kastbjerg,
who underlines that the road forward
will steer clear of 'the usual' and
'what we have always done'. Everyone
at itm8 needs to be smarter and
better—at all times.
“If we live in the status quo and don’t
believe things need to be done better
tomorrow, we’ll never succeed. We
have to open our arms and our eyes
and embrace it. Because this is what
permeates everything we are and do.

teamm8 has spoken to Henrik Hyldgaard, strategic
and creative director at itm8, who played a key
role in establishing the new identity.

What is the new itm8 name
expected to achieve?
Itm8 is two things. It is a corporate
brand identity and it sends a message
to the market that this is one of
Denmark’s largest IT companies,
which can perform tasks at all levels.

What was the idea behind the
itm8 name?
I very much believe that 'there is only
one bull’s eye'. From the beginning,
it was clear that this identity was
established to create a community and
to stake out a common direction, and
we don’t believe there are or have been
that many alternatives.
In relation to the actual identity, we
have chosen a path where we stand out
from the crowd. If you want to be outstanding, it starts with standing out—
and I truly believe that itm8’s identity
does that.

Being outstanding and
making a difference, isn’t
that what every company
says?
Sure, and it may well sound like clichés.
But we actually mean it, and this is the
approach that has characterized both
IT Relation and the nine other independent brands thus far—whether it is IT
Relation’s articulation of the everyday
IT superheroes or Sotea’s mantra that
IT, above all else, should be easy. So we
truly believe that it is about making a
difference. Nothing less.
TEAMM8
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BRIEFLY AND TO THE POINT

Glimpse into our daily lives
“M8'Leterre”.

Geek Night.

Thursday, June 3, Brian Sørensen and the
Facility team could disclose their major project:
a modern, new cafe/bistro at the Østerbro
office named “M8’Leterre” (inspired by the
restaurant D’Angleterre). It was christened
with champagne and tapas delicacies.

After-hours event held by Mentor IT
for all consultants.
On June 2, Mentor IT held Geek Night.
36 out of 41 consultants from all four
locations participated after work at
Hotel Koldingfjord. The agenda was
determined based on the participants’
proposals with respect to systems,
products, services, etc. The evening
concluded with entertainment by
Torben Chris. A brilliant evening!

Progressive jogging club.
Every Tuesday, Progressive Road Runners turn up for a jog in the
Danish outdoors, ready to test drive their Progressive running
jerseys. The run often went from the office at Lyskær to the lake
at Skovlunde Bypark. The club is strongly represented across the
company’s departments, and Teknik (Technology), SDM, Salg (Sales),
as well as Økonomi (Finances) are on the team. Here are some of
the team members.

Improsec’s first team
dinner after the lockdown.
Fantastic to be gathered
again for delicious food,
excellent wine, drinks,
and fine company.
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A passion for scuba diving.
DID YOU KNOW THAT...?
JESS MUNCH TEILMANN

Apart from being
the man who
founded Sotea,
Jess also sells
Italian gelato
on Samsø. The
delicious ice
cream can be
purchased by the
village pond in
Nordby.

René S. Johansen is department head at Miracle 42, but he is also a scuba diving
instructor and organizes scuba diving trips around the world. His favorite
destination is Bonaire in the Caribbean.
“Scuba diving is my way of unwinding from the challenges of everyday
life—the feeling of weightlessness as you ‘hover’ in the water is a fantastic
experience every time. My favorite discipline is underwater photography. It
involves searching for a good underwater motif, big or small.

TEAMM8
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BRIEFLY AND TO THE POINT

TRAINING

No problem leadership
– Diploma in Management.

Company day kickoff!

An exciting program has reached its conclusion for our 18 diligent managers who took part
in and completed their Diploma in Management. In late August, each participant submitted
a business case, where they described, analyzed, and reached a conclusion concerning their
problem formulation, which was then presented at an oral exam. The participants passed with
an impressive grade-point average of 9.7.

On Sunday, August 15, itm8 held a company day with
top notch entertainment at Ceres Park in Aarhus.
It involved a match in Denmark's premiere soccer
division (the Superliga) between the local team, AGF,
and the visitors from Copenhagen, FCK. The victory
went to FCK, returning home with a 3–1 win.
The lead-up to the game included a segment by AGF’s
sports management, competitions, and some light
refreshments. Thank you for an
amazing afternoon!

STEEN CHRISTENSEN
MANAGER AT IT RELATION

“From time to time it
seemed like AGF were down
one or two players, so the
result of the match was not
what we had hoped for. On
the other hand, meeting
some of our many new itm8
colleagues was a delight.
CLAUS ISAKSEN
CLIENT MANAGER, TEAM LEAD
IT RELATION IN AARHUS
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TONNY SØRENSEN
CSO AT SOTEA

THOMAS FREDERIKSEN
COO AT SOTEA

You have an easier time relating to everyday
matters when you define them with terms.
Furthermore, I have become more aware of how
I act at work as a manager and why I do what I
do. The training is also a good way to work with
management development in a focused way,
since you allocate time for reading, teaching,
and writing assignments.

I’ve worked with management for the last
15 years. It is very useful for me to support
this with theory. I greatly appreciate the
feedback in the group since only itm8
employees participate. It is really cool to be
torn out of your day-to-day routine and to
focus on something entirely different than
your daily tasks.

I found the process surrounding the Diploma
in Management program to be very inspiring,
and it’s nice to get some theory to support the
management we’ve been practicing over the
years. There is a good level of openness, and the
teachers are proficient. It’s also really great to
meet and spar with colleagues from the rest of
the group.

EVALUATION OF THE TRAINING

95%

were satisfied with what
they got out of it

100%

would recommend the
program to other managers

84%

were interested in
continuing

TEAMM8
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DEPARTMENT PROFILE

CIA: Cloud, Infrastructure
& Automation.

THE TEAM BEHIND IT
SØREN EMIG
CTO: Department head and
technical supervisor
BO ERICHSEN
Operations Manager:
Responsible for core services
and network

KASPER B. PEDERSEN
Operations Consultant. Control
and management of core
products

PETER WALDHAUER
Operations Consultant:
Automation and development.
Also across ITM8

JESPER RAMSGAARD
Operations Consultant:
Responsible for back end and
data center facilities

MICHAEL VAARNING
Operations Consultant: General
Infrastructure

This CIA team is not sent to remote lands nor does it need security clearance for
national secrets. They operate primarily out of Esbjerg and are tasked with keeping
the data centers up and running and that IT can be provided as a service.
The Data Center Department. This
could have been the name used, but
the focus extended beyond running
data centers. It is also about running
services. At first, Mentor IT came up
with the name CAI; Cloud, Automation
& Infrastructure. But it did not sound
right.
“It had to be a special operations
name, and we had to be creative,” says
Søren Emig, CTO of Mentor IT, with a
smile on his lips.
So, CAI became CIA, but with the same
meaning, and like any other intelligence service, it handles a wide range
of tasks.
“If we are to take a slightly nerdy
approach and start with the OSI model
in relation to network, at CIA we range
from layer 1 and up—and perhaps
even broader due our responsibility.
We are responsible for the networks
of our two data centers, the VMs and
everything related to them. Then come
our services, which are paramount,”
explains Jesper Ramsgaard, Operations
Consultant.
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IT as a service
The vision at CIA is to run all IT as
a service. It must be possible for
products or services to be deployed
automatically, monitored, and
serviced easily by colleagues and
customers. And CIA is well on its way.
For instance, if customers prefer,
they can administrate their servers
themselves,” explains Bo Erichsen,
Operations Manager.
Similarly, we are working on establishing the best processes for colleagues, to facilitate the operation
of services. If help is needed, CIA is
always available, too.
“We are the backstop and provide general support to our other departments
if they feedback or access rights,” says
Kasper B. Pedersen, Operations Consultant.

Intercompany automation
Automation is an important part of
the journey that Mentor IT and CIA are

undertaking, and here, the interplay
between the companies at itm8 is
invaluable.
“We are so lucky to be able to benefit
of many synergies across the group.
For example, we are collaborating on
some of the processes where a common framework makes sense,” says
Søren Emig. Peter Waldhauer, who is
primarily responsible for automation
at Mentor IT, supports him by saying:
“There is no reason to do the same
things several times when, in the end,
we are one big company.

High quality and uptime
The success criteria for CIA are generally to deliver high quality and uptime
for the services they provide. The best
days are when no fault can be found.
The team is currently working on
expanding the data centers to make
room to increase capacity, and the next
project is a changeover from NSX-V to
NSX-T.
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EMPLOYEE PROFILE

The rock ’n roll
salesperson is
inspired by his
grandmother.
He could have ended up in many places, just like the plot of
a good book. However, Christoffer Sorner ended up at Sotea,
which expanded its business with an office in Stockholm in
the summer of 2021. The office is staffed by three people,
one of whom is Christoffer.
“My career in the IT industry is characterized by random
events. I previously worked with teleconference and visual
equipment, and before that, I was a journalist. So I’ve
tried a bit of everything,” says Christoffer Sorner, who is
currently Sales Manager.

Already working on communicating Sotea’s
message
Apart from sales work, Christoffer is also responsible for
marketing, and in general, his day-to-day routine is marked
by a wide variety of tasks.
“This is one of the reasons it is so exciting to have joined
Sotea. So many things are happening; for instance, I am
currently translating a lot of Danish texts into Swedish. It is
not the easiest task, but I’m managing,” says Christoffer and
laughs. He is generally in a good mood, particularly when
the subject is Sotea.
“Both myself and my two partners, one of whom is Danish,
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are extremely happy to be part of Sotea. Sotea has a fresh
new way of approaching the market, and we are looking
forward to being part of it. So much of my time involves
working with networks so we can communicate the
message that IT can be simple,” Christoffer says.

Tattoos and pop culture
When you first see Christoffer, he may resemble a perfectly
ordinary man in his mid 40s, but when you look at the back
of his hands, the skulls hint that this is a someone who
does not quite fit the stereotype of a salesperson in the IT
industry.
“I have lots of tattoos. On my stomach, I have the Blues
Brothers, Karate Kid, Han Solo, Dirty Harry, and others, all
made as animals. For instance, the Blues Brothers are cats
because they are a couple of cool cats,” says Christoffer, who
does not hide the fact that he is extremely interested in and
influenced by pop culture.
“I love every aspect of pop culture. I don’t know why, it’s
just always been that way. The same goes with music. For
example, I love music from the '80s, including hard rock,
poodle rock, thrash metal and pop. One of my favorite bands
is D-A-D,” says Christoffer, who uses his interest in music
when he engages in his other great passion: writing books.

It started with my grandmother
When he isn’t selling IT solutions, he is sitting at the
keyboard telling stories. The first books were teenage
books, based on the world that Christoffer observed in his
own high school days, and since then, he has written a book
on music. Now he is working within the detective genre,
inspired by his grandmother as well as two good friends.
“I have been writing since I was 8 years old. It started with
my grandmother who always read a lot, both with and to
me. This gave me an interest for words, so writing just
came naturally,” says Christoffer, who has just published his
detective novel, “Hansson & Nilsson Löser Fallet”.
The book is about two rock ’n roll detectives who take on
jobs in the music and artist environment.
The names Hansson and Nilsson are far from coincidental:
these are the names of Christoffer’s two good friends who
for years have talked about starting a detective agency.
“It’s been a theme for many years when we are together,
and in 2017, I started writing the novel. I sent them a
draft, and we all had a laugh, and after that I didn’t tell
them anything else. Not until I could put a physical copy

of the book before them,” laughs Christoffer, who has
immortalized the disclosure on his Instagram profile,
'rocknrolldetektiverna'.
It is also no coincidence that the plot takes place in the
'80s:
“This way, I can weave in the music of the period. And
everything fits.

Inspiration is for amateurs
But, can working as a serious Sales Manager be combined
with a rock ‘n roll lifestyle as a tattooed photographer who
likes thrash metal, cigs and beer?
“To begin with, I don’t smoke, and if I drink beer, it’s only
when the sun is shining or I am together with good friends.
Otherwise, I just work hard, regardless of whether I am
selling IT solutions or writing books. Jan Guillou once said
that ‘Inspiration is for amateurs’—nothing comes on its
own. Writing is a job, so just sit down and do it. It is about
having a work ethic, and it’s about routines. And OK, I may
drink the odd glass of whiskey if need be,” says Christoffer
Sorner, Sotea’s new rock ‘n roll salesperson in Sweden.

Christoffer Sorner
is Sales Manager at
Sotea’s new Swedish
department. In his
spare time, he writes
detective novels and
he brings the Karate
Kid, Dirty Harry, and
Han Solo with him
wherever he goes.

CHRISTOFFER SORNER
SALES MANAGER
46 YEARS OLD
MARRIED
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There’s no place like home.
New faces are always
popping up at itm8, but
former colleagues also
find their way back. This
is what some of them
have said about returning
home.

“I chose to accept a full-time position after my traineeship since you have to deal
with many different customers and there is great diversity at the workplace. At
IT Relation, you always feel like you’re learning something new—you’re never
done learning.”
PEDER AGERBO, ITSM SOLUTION SPECIALIST, IT RELATION

“When Sotea was acquired by IT Relation, I chose to accept a new job.
I didn’t want to work in a large company—I had already tried that. But the grass
was not greener on the other side, and since Sotea remained the same, I had
no doubts about returning after getting a call from Thomas Frederiksen. I am
happy to have returned home, and I missed Sotea’s identity and management
structure.”
LARS TROELSEN, IT SUPPORT SPECIALIST, SOTEA

Frank Bjørn Hansen from Miracle 42 passed an ISTQB Foundation Certification
process—on his very first try. He chose to change professions from Database
Administrator to Tester. He loves to nerd out with details and find errors, so it
made sense for him to pursue the dream of working with testing.
“I was fully supported throughout the process, both by managers and colleagues
from the testing team who shared their extensive knowledge and experience.
Thank you for that.”
FRANK BJØRN HANSEN, TESTER, MIRACLE 42

Mette Gøbel is a fantastic culture bearer, who assisted Troels Gammelgaard and
the tender team for many years. Mette sought out new challenges at Norriq,
but returned after 6 months. Mette knows her stuff when it comes to the Office
package, and her participation in the Excel world championship clearly proves
this.
METTE GØBEL, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER, PROGRESSIVE

“From the minute I started, I had the feeling that I exert influence on the
journey we're taking. Mentor IT is a workplace where there is freedom with
responsibility, and that suits me well. I do what I like to do, and I can approach
things the way I prefer. This is probably why I have been here for 8 years.
HENRIK KNUDSEN, KEY ACCOUNT MANAGER, MENTOR IT

